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The purpose of this presentation is to showcase in 

detail, some of the work that I have done as a 

writer and Creative Director. 

Do check my online portfolio first

for the cherry picked version of the best work 

before you go down this rabbit hole. 

Hello there!

http://rubikazariah.com/portfolio


The perfect conversion funnel often begins with the humble banner. Here 

are few creatives that drove leads for brands. 

Banners (Jump to Slide 133)

Whether it is growing fans from scratch or establishing creative social 

Social Media Campaigns (Jump to Slide 84)

With the web growing more visual here are some samples of the animation 

work that I have helped script. 

Animations (Jump to Slide 114)

A sample of the work done for FMCG and Luxury clients. 

E- Mail Campaigns ( Jump to Slide 3)

C O N T E N T S

Featured Work 

Conceptualizing and creating a pilot app for Reward Me, here are few of 

the screens that I helped wireframe and create content for. 

Apps (Jump to Slide 123)

A sample of CRM driven platforms created and event and product related 

microsites that I contributed UX & copy too. 

Websites & Microsites (Jump to Slide 28)2
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Sometimes its better to get a personal touch. These physical direct mailers 

are a class apart. 

Direct Mailers (Jump to Slide 140)

7

print ad or two to my name. 

Print Advertisements (Jump to Slide 148)

8

and writing skills. 

Concepts (Jump to Slide 151)
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E-Mail Campaigns



E-Mail 
Design & 
Newsletters

When crafting email campaigns for 
brands like Mercedes-Benz and 
P&G one learns how to balance 
creativity with a clear call to action 
that drives engagement. 

The work that follows are some of 
examples of copy crafted to elicit 
the right consumer response, 
driving engagement with the brand 
against strict brand guidelines. 

The result? Sample quotas that are 
sold out. Test drives filled with fans 
and happy customers that drive 
home like stars.  



P&G Reward Me
Email Campaigns

Reward ME

The following are examples of work crafted 

for P&G India for their product sampling and 

content website RewardMe. 

The objective: Drive product sampling.

To marry RewardMe brand elements with  
individual P&G brand ethos.











P&G Everyday Me 
Email Campaigns

Everyday Me

These emailers are work done as part of a 

CRM program for P&G ASEAN for their 

product sampling and content website 

Everyday Me. 

The objective: Drive brand content 
around personal tips, family tips, health 
and other topics that have brand 
adjacencies. .

To drive engagement on the parent 
website.







Mercedes-Benz
Email Campaigns

A class apart

These email campaigns for Mercedes-Benz 

are for exclusive events, test drives and 

product launches. 

The objective is to position Mercedes-
Benz products and events as the pinnacle 
of automotive luxury. 

To drive event participation and test 
drives and get customers to dealerships. 





A swing with a 
difference

The Mercedes-Benz Golf Trophy unites a 
luxury sport in the subcontinent with  world-
class talent and luxury motoring like never 
before. 

The emailer seeks to educate and drive user 
participation by leading users to a landing 
page to register to compete in the event as an 
amateur.  
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An aspiration of 
agility redefined

Mercedes-Benz needed to appeal to a  younger 
more affluent target audience. This began with 
relooking at how we could subtly tweaked the 
language to reposition the C-Class - the entry 

facelift was matched with a more racy tone of 
voice to appeal to its younger target audience. 



An aspiration of 
agility redefined

This was followed by balancing creative 
messaging with the rationale appeal of owning 
such a finely crafted automobile from Mercedes-
Benz.  All within a global e-mailer template. 





A celebration 

of pedigree

With the first automobile to its credit, 
Mercedes-Benz needed to highlight the fact 
that it has been at the pinnacle of automobile 
development for over 125 years. 



Offers you can bank on

There have been several tactical mailers done for 
Mercedes-Benz. Whether in collaboration with banks, 

dealers could adapt for their own purposes. Here are 
few examples that I worked on. 
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Greetings & 
Invitations

Every once in a while we get to do something a 
little more creative. Like the yearly New Year 
Greeting. Or a birthday card that subtly pushes 
brand messaging. Or an invite for an event. 
These allow us to reinterpret what are otherwise 
stringent brand guidelines. 



Animated GIF New Greeting Card 



Getting the show on 
the road

More than a road-show. More of a star-studded 
experience. At the fore of Mercedes-Benz 
engineering is the AMG line of automobiles. Each 
taking sublime luxury a lot further with 
performance that is a throw back to the rich 
racing heritage of the brand. You could now 
experience this for yourself with a unique 
simulation experience at showrooms. 



Websites & Microsites



Websites & 
Microsites
The following is a collection of the 
work done on websites ranging 
from purpose built event microsites 
to ever evolving CRM platforms. 

Apart from contributing content for 
these sites I was also instrumental 
in the UX - information architecture 
and wire-framing of some of these 
websites.  



P&G Reward Me
& Everyday Me Websites

Sampling & Content driven CRM

The following is an evolution of the work 

-brand content and 

sampling driven CRM platform Reward Me. 

And subsequent work done on the ASEAN 

platform Everyday Me

than 100,000 members  by 2014.

Multiple brands consolidate their online 
presence on the platform driving economies 
of scale. 



PG Improving Life

The first step was to reskin an existing sampling 
platform to give it a more prestigious point of 
view. A stepping stone to a larger brand 
experience, this was a placeholder site for things 
to come. This was jazzing up an existing site 
framework with some visual appeal.
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PG Improving Life

When the time came to migrate to the new 
websites we needed to inform existing members 
of the new change and additional benefits, like 
the expert advice that they could get from our 
panel of experts.



PG Improving Life

Here is an early iteration of the website. 



Reward Me

This is the last iteration of the site before it 
migrated to the new global platform. This layout 
allowed the brand to quickly refresh the 
homepage with two banners while calling out 
relevant content sections in the third. 



Smile India 
Movements

Movement and its sequels on the Reward Me 
platform, creating a dedicated landing page for 
the same. 

Fans flocked to the page to get an opportunity to 
meet Madhuri Dixit in person and win a free 
dental checkup too. 

Tucked away in this landing page is a wealth of 
advice on better brushing habits. 



Reward Me V2

With success came the migration to a new global 
platform. With new features, functionality and 
new content pieces. It also meant coordinating 
with new stakeholders within the network.  

I continued to work on this project in Singapore 
as part of BBDO Proximity Singapore. The 
following screens are content from our ASEAN 
sites. Sites I worked on include Singapore, 
Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia





Mercedes-Benz
Websites & Microsites

Driving with the Stars

From their first website for an Indian Auto 

Expo to car launches and landing pages, 

here is a sample of some of the projects 

I have worked on. 

Information architecture and content for 
Mercedes-Benz website Pure Fascination

Content creation for Mercedes-Benz B-Class 
campaign Ready to B. 

C-Class landing page for test drive - copy.













Raymond Websites

into the digital age with websites that 

focused on being suited for the right 

occasion. 

Information architecture and content for 
websites on wedding attire and corporate & 
travel.

Creating banner campaigns to drive traffic to 
the site. 



Raymond Wedding Wear Webiste - http://wedding.raymond.in/

Raymond Wedding 
Wear Website: 
http://wedding.ray
mond.in/
Helping complete 

Complete Man on 
his most important 
day. With fashion 
advice for the three 
big days. 

http://wedding.raymond.in/








Raymond Corporate 
Wear Website: 
http://corporatewe
ar.raymond.in/

The site aims to 
promote a range of 
suiting fabrics that 
are ideal for 
business wear. 

rich with sartorial 
advice that helps 
you make the right 
first impression 
right off the bat. 

http://corporatewear.raymond.in/






Pedigree WeR4pets

Creating a new content focussed social 
CRM property for pet food brand Pedigree

Wer4Pets was conceived as a social platform 

for pet owners and pet lovers with content 

at its core. 

Information architecture and UX for websites 
including conceptualizing functionality. 

Creating content for the site and guiding a 
team of writes to craft content on an on-going 
basis for the brand. 

Vendor management for the outsourced build 
and internal team management for the site 
revisions subsequently.



This is the first 
iteration of 
WeR4Pets





The site provides a range of 
content for both existing 
pet parents and 
prospective ones. 



The Bone tree was 
conceived to be the 
platform that 
brought it all 
together. Dog 
profiles, pet parents 
and dogs that are up 
for adoption. 



Each bone of the bone tree 
features a dog breed with a 
wealth of information. 

connected with other breed 
owners and charitable 
organizations that had that 
particular dog up for 
adoption. 



Comics add a little fun to 
the site. 

This particular format 
ensured the characters are 
modular in nature and easy 
to create a layout for. 









Adding fun elements 
like a jigsaw puzzle 
by using existing web 
components all help 
to drive engagement 
and time on site. 



Human Touch of 
Chemicals for Tata 
Chemicals

Creating a kid friendly website to promote an 
interest in Chemistry & positive PR.

Wer4Pets was conceived as a social platform 

for pet owners and pet lovers with content 

at its core. 

Information architecture and UX including 
conceptualizing functionality. 

Creating content for the site and guiding a 
team of external experts to write articles for 
the same. 













Uniconnect Sims

Using personas to connect the product with 
the consumers for Global SIM card brand 
Uniconnect to illustrate the different target 
audiences that this brand is ideal for. 

Information architecture and Content







Finance related sites
Apart from FMCG sites there have been a 
number of Banking & Financial Sector clients I 
have worked on. Notables ones include work 
for Karvy Private Wealth, LIC, FIMMDA , 
Quantum Mutual Fund and more. Here are 
samples of work done for Karvy. 

Karvy Private Wealth initial design UX and 
content creation

FIMMDA homepage redesign







Pharma related sites

In the pharma space I have done work on 
sites for Hansa Med Cell which is a Pharama
focused marketing agency and for Gelixer
which is a product for patients with arthritis

Content creation for Hansa Med Cell

Content creation oversight for Gelixer











B2B Sites
Zuari is a website focused at the agricultural 
community. The farmers who are the 

focused on the heads of treasury 
departments of both public sector and 
private sector banks who deal in derivatives.

Zuari Information Architecture & Content

FIMMDA homepage redesign UX







Social Media



Social 
Media
As the first social media writer for 
the agency I have helped craft the 
social voice for brands like 
Mercedes-Benz, Raymond and 
Pedigree. 

In Dentsu Singapore I helped 
analyze social strategy and 
performance using tools like Social 
Bakers for drink brand Peel Fresh. 
Which was a client we pitched for 
and won. 



Raymond 

Give the Complete Man a younger 
and more social tone of voice

Helping create the first social media driven model 

hunt for a Raymond model, managing the social 

calendar and creating yearly engagement 

properties. 

Created and covered Raymond Model Hunt 
event.

was converted into a yearly engagement 
piece drawing over 155 entrants a year.

Grew the fan base from 0 to 263,260 fans in 
6 months. 



Raymond 

The Complete Man  

Model Hunt Contest

When you want to make a big mark that is above the fold what do 
you do? Crowd source for the most iconic symbol of Indian 
advertising -





Raymond 

Creating an emotional connect that celebrates that special 
relationship between the Complete Man and that lady who has 
toiled to make him who he is. His mother. This contest got fans to 
contribute content with the promise of a memorable outing with 
mom. 



Raymond Facebook Cover Photos



Raymond Facebook Cover Photos



Raymond Facebook Cover Photos



Raymond Facebook Cover Photos



Raymond Facebook Cover Photos



Day Caption Contest

Nothing drives engagement like a contest does 
on Facebook. Raymond ran this contest for 
Valentines Day allowing fans to key one of those 
momentous lines that make a Raymond 
occasion a cut above the rest. 



Raymond 

Sometimes nostalgia and appreciation can be 
two key drivers when it comes to driving social 

people from all walks of life talking about how 
their teachers had shaped their lives. Creating 
memorable stories for the brand. 



Raymond Furnishings

Sometimes nostalgia and appreciation can be two 
key drivers when it comes to driving social 

from all walks of life talking about how their 
teachers had shaped their lives. Creating memorable 
stories for the brand. 



Raymond 

Clothes for Hope

What if you could use social media to put a 
shirt on his back. That was the key thought 
behind The Raymond Clothes for Hope 
initiative. Getting people into Raymond stores 
with their unused clothes and donating them 
for charity as they picked up brand new 
threads. A win for the brand. A win for the 
destitute.  



Mercedes-Benz 

AMG Driving Academy

The AMG Driving Academy brings a racetrack experience right to your 
doorstep. Users could register to participate in this unique driving 
experience and test out the fastest AMG stars on the Budhh
International Driving circuit at Delhi. With some guidance from racing 
professionals. The event was covered in detail on social media. 



Mercedes-Benz 

AMG Driving Academy

With Mercedes-Benz well established in the social space, it was natural 
that the brand managers decided that when an all new segment was to 
be created by the new A-Class it would be done through a social lead 
360 Campaign. 

Split into a pre-launch, launch and sustenance phase creatives had to 
create curiosity and drive participation in exclusive events while 
extolling the sublime new small chassis that was big on luxury.  







Mercedes-Benz G-Class & 

A Good Day to Die Hard

dreams are made off. And social media ones too! In collaboration with 
the movie  A Good Day to Die Hard, Mercedes-Benz launched its all new 
G-Class SUV with Die Hard legend Bruce Willis! The other big star of the 
film. 

The G-Class was put through its paces in what is practically a feature 
length product testimonial. In order to promote the launch of the new 
vehicle fans were invited to compete for tickets to a screening of the 
premiere of the movie and win custom memorabilia like a John Mclane
NYPD badge and bottle opener. 

Posts ranged from call for entrants, infographic posts around the car 
features and movie trivia. The premiere was covered online from the 
event location. 





Mercedes-Benz 

Mb. Connect!

MB Connect is a unique property  created for Mercedes-Benz that 
brought fans unparalleled access to brand ambassadors and the 
Mercedes-Benz management. 

This is a webstream / webinar format before Facebook introduced 
its own livestreaming function. Fans could tweet or posts their 
questions and see them answered in real time from the likes of 
Boris Becker, Michael Schumacher etc. 





Mercedes Benz Posts - FormulaOne





Everyday Me 

ASEAN Launch Campaign
These Facebook posts are part of an awareness launch campaign 

market, translated into Thai, Vietnamese and Bhasa and establish 
the site as your daily source of rewarding Me Moments. 





Wer4Pets & Brett Lee

Brett Lee is the official brand ambassador for Pedigree which 

dogs. This was the perfect opportunity to capitalize on this synergy 
turning a celebrity endorsement into a regular feature on our social 
wall. Pet Lee where Brett Frets about his pooches namely his 
favourite



VISA Singapore

These are promotional posts crafted for VISA Singapore that range 
from travel offers, discounts and deals in FairPrice and jewelry 
exhibitions. 





Animations



CCIL

Simplifying a complex financial 
product for stakeholders. 

This animation crafted for CCIL is for a 

product launch and helped explain how the 

product work with a analogy to a bee hive. 

Animation scripting 

Assisted in animation storyboarding, voice 
over recording. 

Client sell in and delivery



The markets were buzzing with 

anticipation.

A new day had dawned in our bee 

nation.

You see, our little bee wanted to 

trade.

So out into the big world a journey 

he made.

In search of a counterparty he flew.

Join that big party in the sky he 
must, he knew. 

Lo and behold what luck!

A partner did he find, and a deal 

was struck! 



Make the exchange he did… without peace of 
mind.
For the market was chaotic with bees buzzing 
around and flying half blind.

In all the chaos a lot of unfortunate bees 

were at a loss. 

Of the bigger picture there was no sense. 

This made a lot of bees very, very, tense.  

But wait! What’s this?

Here’s something to set right what is 

amiss. 

A common place where the best 

bees are buzzing at.



A place that makes trades transparent to see.

For each and every one of you little bees.

It’s our very own trade repository. 

Making it easier for all of us to 
make a little bit more honey. 

Don’t fret. Here’s how we do it. Step by step.



ASHENA 

Selling the services of a luxury 
yacht

Gautam Singhania owner of the Raymond 

Group wanted to rent out his luxury yacht 

the Ashena to patrons who wished to spend 

a night out or take it for a cruise to Dubai. 

Crafted copy for the presentation that 
brought to life a one-of-a-kind experience on 
the Seven Seas. 









Apps



P&G Reward Me
In-Store App

Reward ME pilot app

A one of its kind initiative for P&G this 

Android app is a sales facilitation tool that 

allows people to understand which product 

is right for them.

The objective: Drive product purchase.

Helped in planning app flow and functionality 
and wireframes. Working closely with 
designer and developers to create the final 
app. 



















Banners



Banners

A collection of out of the box ideas 
in a very small animated box

Crafted when flash was the norm for 

banners this is a selection of some of the 

static and animated banner works done. 

Created concepts & copy for banners

Banners for financial products for LIC, SBI.

Banners for Mercedes-Benz



Cox & Kings



SBI



SBI & LIC



Mercedes-Benz



Mercedes-Benz Attention Assist is 
a feature that provides sleepy 
drivers with an audio and haptic 
feedback if it detects irregular 
driving behavior and thinks the 
driver has fallen asleep.

The cursor in this banner starts 
out drawing a circle but it falls 

Assist activates  allowing a 
smooth circle to be drawn. 



Direct Mailer



Direct Mailers

Going beyond digital, these Direct 
Mailers were done in collaboration 
with the Mercedes-Benz mainline 
team. 

The first one is for the SLS AMG, the 
pinnacle sports car from Mercedes-
Benz. 

The second is for their Star Drive II 
invite. A test drive experience to try 
out a variety of automobiles and 
driving thrills. 

Crafted copy for Direct mailers



SLS AMG AMG Driving Academy 
experience Direct Mailer  







Star Drive II Direct Mailer







Print Advertisements







Concepts



Concepts for pitches

Here is a collection of some of my 
pitch work. This includes campaign 
work done for Cox & Kings. A digital 

website. Concepts for the RewardMe
website revamp. Work done for 
Hiranandani property developers. 



Cox & Kings



Concept work done for Cox & 
Kings pitch. These range from 
tactical executions such as the 





To conceptual 
idea pieces such 
as Got 2 Thank a 
social platform 
that is driven on 
gratitude. 













Creative concept for 
a SBI landing page 
that focused on 
student loans. 





Concept for E-Magazine 
for P&G to promote site 
content on Reward Me













Check out my online 

portfolio for more work & 

info about these projects

http://rubikazariah.com/portfolio/
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